1. Introduction

Among the properties provided to textile materials during final processing, ensuring of lightfastness of colors is an important condition for production of high-quality fabrics, especially the summer range of fabrics. Use of ultraviolet (UV) adsorbers is known in light stabilization of textile material colors. The mechanism of their action consists in absorbing UV radiation of the light flux and preventing transition of atoms in dye molecules to the excited state [1].

Derivatives of benzophenone, benzotriazole phenol, phenyl esters, substituted cinnamic acids and nickel chelates are used as UV adsorbers in technologies of manufacture of protective clothing that blocks harmful effect of UV radiation on human skin [2, 3]. These substances are applied on the textile material by plussing and spinning after dyeing. The compounds used to enhance lightfastness of textile material
colors should be non-toxic, have no effect on the initial coloration of the fabric and possess chemical bondability with the textile material.

Application of a polymeric composition on the surface of a textile material with inclusion of substances having diverse functional purposes (antibacterial, fire retardant, water repelling, etc.) in composition of substances is a universal way to provide the textile materials with required special properties [4, 5]. To this end, wide use of styrene-acrylic polymers forming the base of compositions due to high optical, physical and mechanical properties is known [6, 7].

Urgency of this study is determined by the necessity of creating light-protective polymer coatings for colored textile materials and the study of optical characteristics of polymer films obtained by adding a cross-linking agent and UV absorbers to the polymer matrix.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Optical characteristics are among the most important indicators of suitability of polymer films for their use in final processing of colored textile materials. These polymer materials should be colorless and transparent. If all rays of the visible portion of spectrum completely pass through a transparent body in interaction of light with a body, then the object is perceived as colorless. In the case when the body selectively absorbs some rays of the visible portion of the spectrum and the rest pass through or are reflected from the body, it is perceived as colored [8]. Thus, transparent polymer film passes all or almost all rays visible to the eye without absorption and scatter.

Most films produced of polymers that do not have multiple links are transparent, that is, they do not absorb light in UV and visible portions of the spectrum. Energy of excitation of electron shells is high for saturated compounds which promotes absorption in the far (vacuum) UV portion of the spectrum with a wavelength \( \lambda < 150 \text{ nm} \) which do not affect the human visual apparatus. These include polymers in which macromolecules have tens and hundreds of thousands of saturated C-C and C-H \( \sigma \)-links. Films made of polymers containing unsaturated links of various types selectively absorb rays in the near-UV and visible spectra and appear to be colored. This absorption is determined by presence of easily exciting \( \sigma \)-electrons in unsaturated links [8].

Transparency is the main characteristic that determines suitability of polymer films for the use in final processing of textile materials after dyeing. It depends on transparency how well the textile material color will be seen through the polymer film which can have significant and low transparency [8].

The value of coefficient of total transmission cannot completely characterize the polymeric film in terms of transparency which is connected with asymmetry of scatter [8]. Turbidity of a polymer film is characterized by coefficient of directed transmission or coefficient of scattered transmission. Scatter common for surface and inhomogeneities within the material is most commonly observed in polymers. When film is formed, composition turbidity often occurs because the increase in scatter is associated with the formation of microcracks. For example, polymer films based on polytetrafluoroethylene do not absorb rays in the UV and visible spectra but are visually opaque and turbid when they are thicker than ten microns [15].

The polymers that do not have structural groups capable of exhibiting significant fluctuations are most transparent. These include polyolefins [10], polyvinyl chloride [11], homo- and copolymers of fluoro-olefins [12]. At the same time, a polymer of polyethylene terephthalate with complex chromophore groups absorbs a significant portion of UV light because of presence of a complex chromophore in a macromolecule in a form of a benzene ring with carbonyl groups attached to it in a preposition [13].

Polymers of fluoro-alkyl-methacrylates have high optical characteristics and the significant interest payed to them is explained by high transparency due to low light losses. It is thanks to this property that these polymers are used as shell components in the production of optical fibers [14].

However, polymers studied in [11–20] do not have practical application in the technologies of final processing of textile materials. In addition, the procedure of conducting the study is one of shortcomings of these studies. For example, optical characteristics were established in these studies using single-wavelength instruments which is noneffective in the study of polymer compositions with absorbing components.

Polyvinyl alcohol is a quite commonly used optical material. For example, integral transmission coefficient, \( \tau \), is 89% and 88% at specimen thickness of 0.1 and 2.0 mm, respectively. However, the essential disadvantage of polymer films based on polyvinyl alcohol is low atmospheric resistance of the latter. A decrease in transparency and strong yellowing of the polymer is observed under the influence of UV and radiation [15].

Acrylic polymers have some of the best optical characteristics in terms of transparency of polymer films and are characterized by transluence in a wide range including UV, visible and a part of the near-infrared spectra. Translucence of polycrylates is 92% in the wavelength range \( \lambda = \text{360–2,000 nm} \) and 100% in the visible portion of the spectrum [16]. This determines the widespread use of acrylates in the processes of dyeing and final processing of colored textile materials [7, 17]. For example, a 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick polymer film of polymethylmethacrylate passes practically all UV rays in the range 250–300 nm. Even for a 2 mm thick specimen, the short-wave transmission cut-off is about 260 nm [18].

The variety of acrylates makes it possible to select a matrix with definite optical (refractive index, transparency) and physical-mechanical (strength, hardness) characteristics. Previous studies have shown promising use of acrylates in the process of final processing [19, 20]. However, it was found in [21] that individual acrylic films have the highest transmittance of approximately 95%. When a cross-linking agent is added, transparency of the acrylate-based films is reduced and, accordingly, transmittance decreases to 85 %. Thus, in order to develop a polymer composition based on acrylic polymers and a cross-linking agent, it is advisable to introduce additional compatibilizers to rise transmission coefficient and transparency of the polymer film.

For example, methacrylate-based polymers with addition of tetraphenyl benzidine were synthesized in [22]. The presence of chromophore groups of the latter has led to formation of polymer films with absorption bands in the range of 450–550 nm. The main disadvantage of these films was the lack of transparency.

Films of methacrylic polymer with azochromophores in the side chain were studied in [23]. The chromophore groups
have enabled absorption at 470 nm which corresponded to absorption in the visible spectrum and the formed films were non-transparent.

It was found in [24] that in the spectrum of absorption of polymer films in which amino-acobenzene was used as a chromophore group, absorption band was shifted bathochromically compared to the polymer films which contained azobenzene.

Critical analysis of the performed studies has shown that the type of chromophore in the composition of acrylic polymers directly affects the absorption wavelength and, accordingly, transparency of the polymer film. Thus, the polymer films which contain esters of acrylic or carboxylic acids with a carbonyl chromophore, absorb light at the boundary of the vacuum UV region (about 200 nm). Polymer films containing components with carbonyl chromophore or benzene rings and ethers have higher transparency in the UV region (200–400 nm) [25].

Knitted wear made of various raw materials is becoming increasingly widespread. Its production exceeds production of fabrics 1.3 times this year and further production growth is expected [26, 27]. Besides, cotton knitted fabric is an indispensable material for the summer wear for which color protection against light is an issue.

Color fastness of active dyes was studied in [28] but no methods for light protection of colored textile materials were offered.

Influence of UV adsorbers on protective ability of textile made of various raw materials against harmful effects of UV radiation on human skin was studied in [29, 30]. However, influence of UV radiation on the change of color of the studied textile materials has not been studied in these works.

UV adsorbers have been found in [31] to improve light fastness of dyed fabric without affecting its original color. Studies were carried out using only protein-based textile materials dyed with natural dyes.

Water-soluble and insoluble substances were used in [32, 33] as UV adsorbers. They were applied to the textile material after dyeing [32] and printing [33] with active dyes. But it should be noted that light fastness of the light-protective treatment before washing was not tested in the above-mentioned studies.

2,4-dihydroxybenzofenone, 3,6-dihydroxyacetophenone, phenyl ether of salicylic acid and p-methoxy cinnamic acid were selected in previous studies [34] as active UV dye adsorbers for the color stabilization of the dyed knitted cotton fabric.

The selected substances were applied to the textile material by successive impregnation, spinning, drying and thermal fixation. It has been established that color of the dyed textile material was least altered by p-metoxicuric acid and phenyl ether of salicylic acid and most notably by 2,4-dihydroxybenzophenone and 3,6-dihydroxyacetophenone. It has also been found that the proposed treatments were unstable in washing since the studied preparations taken for light stabilization of paints had no functional groups to form covalent links with cellulose fibers. It was suggested that the studied UV adsorbers on cotton knitted fabric could be fixed by their adding as components of the polymer coating.

Taking into consideration continuous growth of world production of knitted fabrics and products, the technologies aimed at improvement of performance of textile materials, in particular light fastness of colors, are promising. Analysis of studies [28–33] indicates the lack of targeted and systematic studies concerning development of technologies for providing high light fastness of textiles.

Use of UV adsorbers is a promising method for increasing light fastness of colors. In this case, the resulting light-protective effect must be resistant to repeated washing. This problem can be solved by introducing UV adsorbers into a polymer composition followed by application on the textile material. It is expedient to use styrene-acrylic dispersion as a polymer matrix which will ensure formation of a coating resistant to physical and mechanical action on the surface of the treated textile material. However, the polymer compositions for final treatment of colored textile materials should be colorless and transparent. This can be determined by studying optical properties of the obtained polymer films.

Thus, analysis of published data allows us to conclude that the problem of development of polymer compositions based on styrene-acrylic polymer with addition of UV adsorbers to provide light fastness of colors for cotton knitwear was not solved so far. In this case, study of optical properties of composite polymer films is necessary to solve the problem of producing high-quality textile materials with a high light fastness.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The study objective was to establish an effective composition based on a styrene-acrylic polymer with addition of a cross-linking agent and UV adsorbers to protect color of textile materials by spectrophotometric study of optical characteristics of the formed polymer films.

To achieve the objective, the following tasks were set:

- determine color of composite polymer films by analyzing spectral curves of absorption of polymer films;
- study the effect of a cross-linking agent and UV adsorbers on transparency of polymer films using transmission spectra and establish effective UV adsorbers for protection of textile material color against photodegradation;
- based on a comprehensive analysis of optical characteristics of polymer films, establish suitability of the studied compositions for their use in the process of final light-protective treatment of colored textile materials.

4. Materials and methods used in the study

The study objective was to establish an effective composition based on a styrene-acrylic polymer with addition of a cross-linking agent and UV adsorbers to protect color of textile materials by spectrophotometric study of optical characteristics of the formed polymer films.

To achieve the objective, the following tasks were set:

- determine color of composite polymer films by analyzing spectral curves of absorption of polymer films;
- study the effect of a cross-linking agent and UV adsorbers on transparency of polymer films using transmission spectra and establish effective UV adsorbers for protection of textile material color against photodegradation;
- based on a comprehensive analysis of optical characteristics of polymer films, establish suitability of the studied compositions for their use in the process of final light-protective treatment of colored textile materials.

Aqueous dispersion of thermally linking styrene-acrylic copolymer (dry residue: 45 %, pH=7–9, viscosity at 20 °C: <500 mPa·s) was used as a study object and a partially esterified melamine resin was used as a cross-linking agent. Structural formulas of the polymer monomer links and the cross-linking agent are shown in Fig. 1, 2.

![Fig. 1. Styrene-acrylic polymer](image-url)
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Structure of the selected UV adsorbers is given in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,4-dihydroxy-benzophenone (DHBP)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DHBP" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,6-digidroxia-cetophenone (DHAP)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="DHAP" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salicylic acid phenyl ester (SAP)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="SAP" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-methoxy cinnamic acid (PMCA)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="PMCA" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The styrene-acrylic polymer composition contains 4 wt. % cross-linking agent. UV adsorbers in a form of aqueous-ethanolic solutions were introduced into polymeric composition in an amount of 2 wt. % in a ratio of 9:1.

Polymer films were formed on glass substrates followed by drying at 80 °C for 60 minutes and heat treatment at 150 °C for 3 minutes. Thickness of the studied composite polymer films was 0.05 mm; the films had no visible defects.

Color and transparency of the polymer films were determined using SF-56 spectrophotometer and constructing spectral absorption and transmission curves within 200–800 nm. Absorption and transmission rates of polymer films have been determined relative to air.

Color of polymer films was determined by finding absorbance by the light absorption index $A$:

$$A = \ln \frac{I_0}{I}, \quad (1)$$

where $I_0$ and $I$ are intensities of the light flux before and after passing through the film, respectively.

Transparency of investigated polymeric films was evaluated by the coefficient of transmission $\tau$ which is related to the light absorption index $A$ as the following ratio [11]:

$$A = \ln \frac{100}{\tau}. \quad (2)$$

Measurements were carried out with two repetitions and the data obtained were averaged.

5. Investigation of optical characteristics of composite polymer films

5. 1. Investigation of absorption spectra of composite polymer films

In order to determine effect of the cross-linking agent on optical characteristics of styrene-acrylic polymer, spectral absorption curves of a film of styrene-acrylic polymer and in a composition with the cross-linking agent were built (Fig. 3, a).

Film 1 of the initial polymer-matrix (styrene-acrylic polymer) is characterized by maximum absorption at 350 nm which corresponds to the UV spectrum portion while light absorption is 0.21. In the spectral curve of a film of styrene-acrylic polymer with a cross-linking agent (film 2), a 70 nm hypochromic displacement with a slight hyperchromic effect occurs. Maximum absorption is 0.26 at wavelength of 270 nm. Absorption for the given sample of polymer film also occurs in the near UV spectrum region. The absorption band is even and there is no vibrational structure in it. By its intensity, it can be attributed to $n\rightarrow\pi^*$ transitions which is characteristic of complex chromophore derivatives of six-membered heterocycles which include melamine.

Fig. 3, b shows spectral absorption curves of composite polymer films which, in addition to the styrene-acrylic polymer and the cross-linking agent, contain additives of UV adsorbers.

Multivariate analysis of spectral absorption curves (Fig. 3) shows that absorption bands are characterized by maxima in the range 290–390 nm for all films, that is, absorption occurs in the near UV and the visible spectrum portion. Presence of absorption bands in the indicated spectrum region indicates cross-linking of carboxylic groups and allows us to attribute the investigated films to related structures.

As for the film containing DHBP (film 3), the absorption band is heterogeneous and characterized by maxima in the range 290–390 nm for all films, that is, absorption occurs in the near UV and the visible spectrum portion. Presence of absorption bands in the indicated spectrum region indicates cross-linking of carboxylic groups and allows us to attribute the investigated films to related structures.

Thus, a significant bathochromic shift of the absorption maximum from the near-UV region occurs in the visible spectrum portion corresponding to $\pi\rightarrow\pi^*$ electron transitions. Convergence of $\pi$- and $\pi^*$-orbital levels and appearance of $n$-orbital occurs as a result of introduction of a DHAP polymeric composition having a nonseparated pair of electrons. Melamine and DHBP act as chromophores with carbonyl groups which form linked complexes as a
result of cross-linking with the styrene-acrylic polymer. It also helps to shift the absorption band in the visible spectrum region which causes deepening of the polymer color. A hypochromic shift of maximum absorption is also observed. Maximum light absorption in polymer films is 0.18 at 390 nm.

Hypochromic shift of absorption maxima is observed in polymer films with addition of UV adsorbers. Addition of SAP reduces absorption rate most of all and light absorption in the polymer decreases from 0.26 to 0.15. Introduction of PMCA slightly changes optical density index resulting in 0.23. With addition of DHBP and DHAP, absorption maxima fall to 0.18 and 0.16, respectively.

5.2. Investigation of the transmission spectra of composite polymer films

Transparency of polymeric films under study was evaluated by constructing dependences of transmission coefficients $\tau$ on wavelength $\lambda$. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 4.

The spectral transmission curves of the studied composite polymer films (Fig. 4) have common features. In the section where light transmission is zero, a high-frequency boundary of the spectral region is established. Further, transmission begins to increase and reaches maximum values for each sample in the region of 800–850 nm.

The polymeric film 1 formed from the polymer matrix has the lowest light transmission (about 18 %) in the near-UV region ($\lambda$=200–400 nm) and 21–28 % in the visible spectrum portion ($\lambda$=400–760 nm). This explains the turbidity of a film of this styrene-acrylic polymer.

In film 2, transmission coefficient is 68 and 68–85 % for UV and visible spectrum portion, respectively. Thus, the composite film passes radiation in the studied spectrum portion, that is, the film is transparent.

Addition of DHBP (film 3), DHAP (film 4) and SAP (film 5) to the composition reduces light transmission of polymer films to 60–80 % in the studied wave range. PMCA (film 6) raises light transmission of the formed polymer film to 99 % and accordingly its transparency.
6. Discussion of the results obtained in the study of optical characteristics of composite polymer films

The styrene-acrylic polymer features presence of long flexible sections of molecules separated by carboxyl groups which contribute to a strong local interaction between chains resulting in formation of linear structures (Fig. 5). Presence of carboxyl groups of methacrylic acid in the acrylic copolymer provides formation of an elastic polymer structure.

When self-linking in styrene-acrylic polymers takes place (Fig. 5), not all carboxyl groups react. Therefore, admixtures of free acid monomers are deliberately added in industrial production of styrene-acrylic polymers to achieve maximum degree of interaction of the polymer with cross-linking agents.

In order to increase the degree of cross-linking in the styrene-acrylic polymer, a cross-linking agent (partially etherified melamine resin) was added (Fig. 3, film 2). In this case, interaction between the carboxyl groups of styrene-acrylic polymer and methylole groups of the cross-linking agent is formed and a strong grid-type structure arises [35] (Fig. 6).

Introduction of cross-linking agents into the polymer composition results in a change of optical characteristics of the films being formed, namely, in a growth of transparency. Growth of the coefficient of light transmission of a polymer indicates formation of a three-dimensional spatially “stitched” structure. Analysis of the spectral transmission curves for films 1 and 2 (Fig. 4) allows us to conclude that introduction of a melamine derivative as a cross-linking agent to the styrene-acrylic polymer results in formation of a strong spatial polymer mesh. This ensures formation of a polymer coating resistant to action of external factors, primarily to hydrolysis.

In addition, the results obtained (Fig. 3) show that the polymer films formed from the styrene-acrylic polymer and the styrene-acrylic polymer composition and the melamine resin derivative as a cross-linking agent are colorless. At the same time, optical density of the composite polymer (Fig. 3, film 2) is higher (0.26) than that of the polymer matrix film (0.21).

Polymer films with UV adsorbers are characterized by absorption bands with maxima in the range 290–410 nm, that is, in the near UV and visible spectrum portion which confirms their property of light absorption in this range. Addition of UV adsorbers to polymeric compositions results in a deeper color and appearance of color in the polymer films in the case of use of DHBP, DHAP and SAP. Among the UV adsorbers under study, addition of PMCA does not cause appearance of polymer coloring. All investigated UV adsorbers help reduce the absorption maxima in polymer samples (hypochromic effect).

Analysis of the transmission spectra of polymer films (Fig. 4) in the UV spectrum portion (λ=200–400 nm) makes it possible to draw a conclusion concerning protection of the formed coatings against the degrading effect of UV radiation on dyes. Analysis of these spectra in the visible spectrum portion (λ=400–850 nm) indicates the degree of transparency of the investigated polymer films.

For example, a polymer matrix film (Fig. 4, film 1) is characterized by light transmission in a range of λ=350–850 nm at a level of 28 %. This indicates the fact that this film does not interfere with the action of UV rays on the dye and is opaque. Addition of a cross-linking agent shifts the marginal minimum of the spectral curve of transmission in the film 2 into the far UV spectrum region which leads to an increase in the coefficient of light transmission in the UV region and in the visible spectrum region to 67–80 %. Thus, addition of a cross-linking agent facilitates formation of a highly transparent polymeric film.

When applied in the final processing of textile materials, polymer compositions should create a transparent coating, that is, have a high transmission in the visible spectrum region.

Light transmission of a polymer film produced solely from a polymer has the lowest values (21–28 %). Introduction of a cross-linking melamine agent (film 2) promotes a rapid increase in light transmission of the polymer both in the UV and the visible spectrum regions of radiation up to 72 % and 85 %, respectively. The best transmission of up to 99 % was demonstrated by a film with PMCA. Addition of other UV adsorbers studied allows one to obtain polymer films with light transmission of 60–80 %.

Scatter of light by supramolecular formations causes lack of transparency in composite polymer films which is brought
about by their higher optical heterogeneity: when the film is formed, loose packing of macromolecules takes place. In this case, the main contribution to light scatter is made by the scatter on spheroliths the size of which is of the same order as the wavelength of the visible light. Therefore, transparency of polymer films is limited not only by absorption and transmission of light but also by its scatter from surface to the film body.

It is known that the process of photodegradation of dyes occurs under the influence of UV radiation [1]. Thus, this polymer will not be able to prevent the destructive effects of light, namely, UV radiation, in relation to dyes. The UV protection effect of UV adsorbers consists in prevention of UV radiation passage.

Films produced from a polymer matrix (Fig. 4, film 1) and a polymer composition with a cross-linking agent (Fig. 4, film 2) are characterized by high transmission coefficients in the UV region. In view of this, it can be predicted that the said polymer films will not exhibit light-protective properties in relation to the color of textile materials.

The UV adsorbers under study contribute to lowering of light transmission over entire wavelength range. The film with DHAP (Fig. 4, film 4) has the highest ability of protection against UV radiation. This film does not transmit light in the UV spectrum region and threshold bandwidth is 410 nm in this case. Besides, high light-protective properties in the UV region are also intrinsic to the polymer film with addition of DHBP (Fig. 4, film 3) with boundary transmission region of 400 nm. The use of SAP and PMCA (Fig. 4, films 5 and 6) reduces light transmission in the UV region compared to the composite film 2 but does not exclude it completely. It can be assumed that the use of DHAP and DHBP in the composition will contribute to formation of polymeric films with light-protective properties on the surface of textile materials.

The obtained indicators of light absorption and light transmission characterize optical properties of polymer films of just the studied thickness which is the main limitation of this study.

In the future, combination of a spectrophotometric method of investigating optical characteristics of polymer films with a refractometric one is promising in finding a method of investigating optical characteristics of polymer films shows that a relationship between light absorption and refractive index of polymer films for determination of the optical distortion index. In addition, it is necessary to study the effect of final treatment of cotton knitted fabric with polymeric compositions based on styrene-acrylic polymer, cross-linking agent and UV adsorbers on brightness of dyed textile materials and verify the obtained lightfastness treatment to washing.

7. Conclusions

1. Analysis of absorption spectra of polymer films has shown that addition of a cross-linking agent to the polymer matrix contributes to formation of a colorless polymer film with a strong spatial structure as evidenced by growth and hypochromic shift of maximum absorption. Of all UV adsorbers studied, DHBP and DHAP contribute to formation of colored polymer films. When adding SAP and PMCA, colorless polymer films are formed as indicated by location of absorption maxima in the UV portion of the spectrum.

2. Spectral curves of transmission of the investigated polymer films in the visible portion of the spectrum indicate that the cross-linking agent promotes formation of a transparent polymer film with light transmission of 68–85 %. In this case, the polymer film without additives has the lowest transmission values of 21–28 %. Introduction of DHBP, DHAP and SAP to the composition reduces transmission of formed polymeric films to 60–80 %. Addition of PMCA increases light transmission of the formed polymer film to 99 % and hence its transparency.

Analysis of spectral curves of transmission in the UV spectrum region has shown that films of the polymer without additives and of a composition with cross-linking agent pass UV rays, hence will not protect color of the textile material against photodegradation. The UV adsorbers under study in compositions contribute to reduction of UV radiation transmission in polymeric films which will provide them with light protection properties. By their efficiency, UV adsorbers can be arranged as follows: DHAP>DHBP>PMCA>SAP.

3. Comprehensive analysis of the results obtained in the study of optical characteristics of polymer films shows that a composition based on styrene-acrylic polymer, cross-linking agent and PMCA can be recommended for use in final processing of textile materials. This polymeric composition will ensure formation of a colorless and transparent coating on the surface of a textile material providing it with light-protective properties.
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